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DARPA UHPC Program

Runnemede: Intel’s UHPC research architecture
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Blocks: Cores Grouped for Locality

- Distributes work to XEs
- Remote memory references
- L1 Data Network
- L1 Barrier Network
- Barriers, multicast, reductions
- L2 Scratch-pad
Case Studies

• Co-design for Synthetic Aperture Radar
• Scratchpads vs. caches
• Network analysis (in paper)

Energy unit: double-precision floating-point multiply (FM64)
Co-Design for Synthetic Aperture Radar

SAR: UHPC “challenge problem”

HW, SW co-designed for energy efficiency
Codesign for Synthetic Aperture Radar

- Initial Version
- w/ SIN/COS Inst.: 86% Reduction
- w/ Improved Alg.: 45% Reduction
- w/ Re-Use in L1: 29% Reduction
- w/ Compiler Opt.: 47% Reduction

Energy Consumed (FM64)
Codesign for Synthetic Aperture Radar

- **Initial Version**
- **w/ SIN/COS Inst.**
- **w/ Improved Alg.**
- **w/ Re-Use in L1**
- **w/ Compiler Opt.**

**Energy Consumed (FM64)**

- **Compute**
- **Memory**
- **Network**

Reduction:
- **75% Reduction**
- **96% Reduction**
Comparing Scratchpads and Caches

Questions:

• Energy?
• Programming Effort?
Matrix Multiplication

- Network Energy
- L1 Energy
- L2 Energy
- DRAM Energy

Memory Energy (FM64)

- Naïve Cache Parallelization: 5.0E+12
- Best Compiled Cache
- 1-Level Scratchpad (Copy Loops): 2.5E+11
- 1-Level Scratchpad (Block Transfers)
- 2-Level Scratchpad (Copy Loops)
- 2-Level Scratchpad (Block Transfers)

51% Less
Givens QR Decomposition

Memory Energy (FM64)

- Naïve Cache Parallelization: 5.7E+11
- Best Compiled Cache: 3.6E+10, 20% Less
- 1-Level Scratchpad (Copy Loops)
- 1-Level Scratchpad (Block Transfers)
- 2-Level Scratchpad (Copy Loops)
- 2-Level Scratchpad (Block Transfers)

Network Energy
L1 Energy
L2 Energy
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Conclusion

Runnemede is an energy-optimized research architecture

- NTV circuits, power/clock gating, co-design, SW-managed memory
- Co-design: 4x energy improvement
- SW-managed memory: 2-4x memory energy improvement